
THE KING OF CUNTS  

PRESENTS GEMS OF NIHILISM 

“Men are the thing to be afraid of, always, men and nothing else.”  



“In the streets he walks, with a drooping head, paying little attention 

to his surroundings, but if he does notice something, even the most 

ordinary trifle, the most insignificant fact assumes a fantastic 

colouring in his mind. Indeed, his mind seems attuned to perceive 

the fantastic elements in everything.”  

Fyodor Dostoevsky 

“There is no destiny as glorious as that of crushing despotism, that of 

smashing, pulverizing, and annihilating those illustrious brigands, 

those decorated cowards who want to master us with so much pride 

and cruelty.” 

Jacques Roux 

“I've always known and understood that the twats are in the majority 

and so they're bound to win.” 

Louis Ferdinand Celine 

“I was going to join a Zen group, but it was too much hassle to get 

there on public transport.” 

Mark Reeve 



“People live from one play to the next. In between, before the curtain 

goes up, they don't quite know what the plot will be or what part will 

be right for them, they stand there at a loss, waiting to see what will 

happen, their instincts folded up like an umbrella, squirming, 

incoherent, reduced to themselves, that is, to nothing.” 

Don’t be a halfwit all your life. Know that we’re not free. Our moods 

and feelings are determined by a host of outside influences which we 

don’t understand and over which we have no control. There are reasons 

for everything, and beyond those reasons, there are further reasons, in 

an infinite chain of regression extending back towards the realm of 

long-lost origins, which we have no hope of reaching. 



“Businessmen all think of themselves as big or little professional wizards, 

but in practice they usually turn out to be hopeless incompetents.” 

Death to the Nihilist Death Squads! Fuck the Merchants of Death! It’s 

better to be a creator than a passive recipient of the creative expressions of 

others. Minimise contact with people who don’t express themselves 

clearly. Minimise contact with people whose expressions are disagreeable. 

Know your friends from your enemies. Help your friends. Harm your 

enemies. Let your friends know you are helping them. Don’t let your 

enemies know what you’re doing. 



“Just take a close look at yourself and the degree of rottenness you've 

come to. There's no mystery about it, no more room for fairy tales; if 

you've lived this long, it's because you've squashed any poetry you had in 

you. Life is keeping body and soul together.” 

Nazis are people who have been so cruelly treated that they have fled from 

the reality of themselves and taken up residence nowhere, from whence 

they refute space and time and deny the reality of other people. There is no 

strength or virtue in them. They're not responsible for the cruelty that 

initially deformed them, but they're responsible for everything that 

follows. Let arsonists burn in the fires of their own making. I have no time 

for violent criminals. I despise their actions and their thoughts. 



“A body always tells the truth, that's why it's usually depressing and 

disgusting to look at.” 

Who and what determines identity? Our bodies, genitals, chromosomes, 

DNA? Our hormones and surgical modifications? Culture, society and 

psychology? You can submit to the will of others, or you can submit to 

what you think is the will of others without it ever being clearly stated, or 

you can try to do what you want whilst being mindful of unavoidable 

limitations and context. I’m not defined by what I like, by what I say I 

like, by what I pretend to like because I’m expected to like something. We 

will not be rescued or liberated by slogans. We will be freed, or remain 

imprisoned, through our own actions. We take refuge in the distancing 

construction of ‘we’ at the cost of the lived reality of ‘I’. The substance of 

‘we’ is derived from the vitality of ‘I’ and ‘we’ will not sustain us. 



“The plain truth, I may as well admit it, is that I've never been really right 

in the head.” 

I haven’t properly explored my antipathies and fears, but I am better than I 

was at registering them. To feel is to know. What we know can’t always 

be put into the right form of words, particularly if we’re looking to arrive 

at verbal expressions that bring us comfort. I could probably say what I 

feel, but it would lack elegance of expression, and inelegant expressions 

don’t bring comfort… She’s as useful as a revolutionary student. She 

gives me the creeps. I feel uncomfortable in her presence. The place is run 

by cunts… 



“Poor people never, or hardly ever, ask for an explanation of all they 

have to put up with. They hate one another, and content themselves 

with that.”  

Sinister rain... distant explosions... soundtrack to a daft film. Those 

tower blocks you see in cities are not dark fortresses and their interiors 

are not human bodies. Wallpaper and cushions are not 20th century 

abstractions. Sad gestures are not works of performance art. The smell 

of Dettol does not last as long as the stench of TCP. 

Epiphanies of self-consciousness and shame... My piss smells of 

radiation. A poor night’s sleep characterised by a psychological state 

that doesn’t respond particularly well to deployment of the new reason 

(being a form of self-interrogation born of reflection on my mortality, 

designed to identify what I really feel and what I really want to do). It 

leaves me feeling more fragile and vulnerable than I have been 

recently. I need to recollect that I’m not committed to anything other 

than what I commit myself to and it’s self-defeating madness to dream 

up meaningless schemes, treat them seriously, and punish myself if I 

fail to deliver on them. I don’t have the throat. I don’t have the voice. I 

don’t have the timing. I don’t have the ability to produce anything 

approaching what I had in mind. I’m not happy with the reality, so I 

abandon the project.  

I fart on emerging from the shower and watery shit falls on my left calf 

and the bleach stained black bathroom mat. I dreamed about a 30 year 

old man repeatedly head butting a bin on West Street. On the bus to 

work this morning, I noticed a man lying on the pavement outside 

West Street Live, near Rockingham Street. People passed by, as if he 

did not exist, as if he was a fictional character, an image without 

substance. I was compelled to approach him, to see if he was dead or 

alive, to ask if he was alright. I bent down to touch his shoulder. I 

asked, “Are you okay?” His eyes seemed to flutter. I went on, “Are 

you alright?”, and he nodded almost imperceptibly, indicating that he 

was. I don’t think he was. 



“And the dying snivel, because they're not having as much fun as 

before… They make demands… they protest. The dramatics of misery 

wants to carry over from life into death.” 

What is life? What is death? An outlet? A receptacle? A tabernacle? An 

altar? We take life for granted and we act as if death will never happen. 

But “Time is a resource and time is running out.” The theme is survival 

during the journey to death. The choice is between misery and futility. I 

am an underprivileged victim of a society that I despise and have no 

means of changing. As I am weak, I’ll derive strength from stripping 

those I fear of all the prestige they pretend to possess.  



“My ideas went rattling around in my head with lots of space between 

them. They were like faint, flickering little candles, trembling 

throughout a lifetime in the middle of a ghostly, abominable universe.” 

Dogma and ideology are not evidence. Context and framing are all 

important. You manage uncertainty by acting as if what is uncertain is 

certain, but how long can the object of desire withstand the rigours of 

weightless, absurd and chaotic reality? How long do you need to devote 

to your obsession before it transforms into something stripped of all 

virtue? I am holding on to enter a netherworld where arbitrary diktat 

reigns to save me from the absurdity of others, but if there's any 

excitement worth bothering about, it resides outside of fake stories. 



“You amuse yourself as best you can when you're short of friends and 

don't often get a chance to go out, much less to emerge from yourself 

and fuck.” 

Salute the greatness of dust and hail the majesty of nothingness! Like 

blind people insisting they can see, we gladly give ourselves to social 

media that confines, shapes and frames our creativity and self-

expression. 

Our flesh is white, red, blue and grey. We’re ashamed of it and do our 

best to cover it up. We wear black overalls, National Coal Board boots 

with steel toe-caps on the outside, and eye patches with an eye painted 

on them. The toe-caps are polished and also have eyes engraved on 

them. We call ourselves The Coal Black Smiths. We endure the 

nightmare of people and things and recognise that Death is the final 

enemy to be destroyed.  

We made the journey from the coast of Africa to New York as galley 

slaves. Upon arrival, we took up employment as flea counters. We 

demanded the right to be treated with the same contempt as other 

people. We took three meditations and a spiritual bunk up, please. 



“The worst part is wondering how you'll find the strength tomorrow to 

go on doing what you did today and have been doing for much too 

long, where you'll find the strength for all that stupid running around, 

those projects that come to nothing, those attempts to escape from 

crushing necessity, which always founder and serve only to convince 

you one more time that destiny is implacable, that every night will find 

you down and out, crushed by the dread of more and more sordid and 

insecure tomorrows.  

And maybe it's treacherous old age coming on, threatening the worst. 

Not much music left inside us for life to dance to. Our youth has gone 

to the ends of the earth to die in the silence of the truth. And where, I 

ask you, can a man escape to, when he hasn't enough madness left 

inside him? The truth is an endless death agony. The truth is death. 

You have to choose: death or lies. I've never been able to kill myself.  

I'd better go out into the street, a partial suicide. Everyone has his little 

knacks, his ways of getting sleep and food. I'd need to sleep if I wanted 

to recover the strength I'd need to go to work next day. Get back the 

zip it would take to find a job in the morning, and in the meantime 

force my way into the unknown realm of sleep. Don't go thinking it's 

easy to fall asleep when you've started doubting everything, mostly 

because of the awful fears people have given you.” 
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